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ABSTRACT

The   present   study  was   designed   to   measure   contingent

relationships  between   certain   teacher  personality   factors

and   student   attention-to-task  behavior.      Subjects  were

fifty-one   teachers   of   1,301   students,   who   taught   grades

one   through   six   in   a   northwestern   North   Carolina   county.

The   sample   was   selected   in  part   by  principals   and   in  part

by  teacher  alacrity  and  author   selection.     Each   teacher

completed   Cattell's   Sixteen   Personality  Factor   Question-

naire   (16   PF).      Attention-to-task  behavior   of   students   was

measured   by   an   author-designed   instrument.      The  writer

observed   the   number   of   students   on   task   in   each   classroom

at  one-minute   intervals.      Data  were   added   into   a  multiple

stepwise   linear   regression.      Factor   0  of   16   PF    (self-

assurance   versus   apprehension)   was   the   only   factor   related

significantly   to   student   on-task   behavior   (n=-.32,   p  S  .05

two-tailed  test).     A  t-test   for  differences  between

principal-selected  and   self-selected   subjects   and  a  t-

test   for   dif ferences   between  male   and   female   subjects

were   computed;   the   results   of  bot.h   tests   were   non-

significant.     Due   to   attention-to-task   scores  masking   other

potential   factors,   an   intensive   study  was  made   of   those

teachers   having   the   ten   most   extreme   class   scores.      The

teachers'   scores   differed   measurably   on   Factors   C,   G,

and   0   of   16   PF,   indicating   tendencies   toward   emotionality,
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iii
expediency,   and   apprehension   for   teachers   with   low   on-task

student  behavior.      Teachers   with   high   on-task   student

behavior   tended   to   be   more   emotionally   mature,   more   self-

assared,   and   conscientious.      An   examination   of   the   person-

ality  data   revealed   characteristics   of  the   sample   in

general.      The   hypothesis   was   supported  by   the   data,   indi-
/

eating   relationships  between  teacher  personality   factors

and   student   on-task   behavior.
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Chapter   I

INTRODUCTION

Educational   psychology  has   devoted  more   than   a   half

century   to   studying  what  makes   a   teacher   effective.1     Com-

menting   on   this   body   of   research   literature,   A.   S.   Barr   and

David   Ryans   have   noted   that   two   distinct   systems   of   knowl-

edge   have   evolved.      One   is   descriptive   of   professional

competence,   i.e.,   knowledge   of   subject,   techniques,   and

methods   of   teaching.      The   other   comprises   personal   qual-

itiest   i.e.,   values,   attitudes,   personality.2'3

Teacher   personality  was   investigated   in   the   present

study.      The   writer   assumed   that   the   teacher's   personal   qual-

ities  were   causal   determiners   for   various   aspects   of  profes-

sional   competence.      In  particular,   the  position  was   taken

that  personality,   or  what   one   4s,   is   of   greater   importance

|A. S.   Barr,    "The   Personal   Prerequisites   to   Teacher
Effecc±veness,"   Teacher.   Effectiveness,   ed.   A.   S.   Barr
(Madison:    Dembar   Publications,    Inc.,1961),    pp.    99-106.

2Ibid.

3Dav±d   G.   Ryans,   Char.acterbsbbes   of   Teacher.a    (Wash-
ington,    D.C.:   American   Council   on   Education,1960),    p.    4.
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and   influence   than   what   one   knows   or   does. 4,5,6'7

2

No   longer

are   teachers   thought   of   exclusively   in   terms   of   subject

knowledge,   deductive   reasoning,   and   ability   to   transfer   that

knowledge   to   students.      Rather,   the   focus   has   turned   to   the

affective   qualities   of   the   teacher.

Affective   teaching   dominated   the   writer's   six   years

in   the   classroom.      However,   classroom   climate   was   not   always

at   the   desired   level.     The  writer,   therefore,   chose   a   study

in  personality   in  hopes   of  better   understanding  what   consti-

tuted   a  more   highly   effective   teacher.

STATEMENT    OF    THE    PROBLEM

The   purpose   of   this   study  was   to   investigate   a   con-

tingent   relationship  between   certain   teacher  personality

factors   and   student   task   involvement.      More   specifically,

the   hypothesis   considered   in   this   study   is   that   teacher

4Leon   W.   Goldrich,    "Influence   of   Teacher   Personality
upon   Pupil   Adjustment,"   Ed2tc?czt4ct7?    57:257-263,    January,1937.

5Percival   M.   Symonds,    "Personality   of   the   Teacher,"
Jour'naL   of   EdueatbonaL   Resear.ch,  40..652.-66L,   May,   L947 .

6d.    w.    Getzels   and   P.    W.    Jackson,    "The   Teacher's

Personality   and   Characteristics,"   jJc¥7tdboctk   of  I?eseczz'c?fe   o7?
Tec!cfed77g,    ed.    N.    L.    Gage     (Chicago:    Rand   MCNally    &    Company,
1963),    pp.    506-582.

7Dwight   Webb,    "Teacher   Sensitivity:      Affective
I.mE>ac€  on  Students,"   The   Jour.nat   of   Teacher'   Educatbon,
22:255-259,    Winter,1971.

8Angelo   v.    Boy   and   Gerald   J.    Pine,   Efpcz7zd47}g   tfee

SeLf   Per.sonaL   Gr.outh   for'   Teacher's    (Dubuque,   Iowa..      Win.   C.
Brown   Publishers,1971),    p.    ix.
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personality   factors   af feat   the   degree   to  which   students

maintain   on-task   behavior.

DELIMITATIONS    0F    THE    STUDY

The   investigation  was   designed   to   discern  which,   if

any,   teacher  personality  characteristics  deter  or   contribute

to   student   task   involvement.     The   personality   qualities  were

examined   as   delineated   on   the   16   PF   Inventory.      Task

involvement  was   determined   through   observation   during   short

handwriting   lessons.

Handwriting   lessons   were   employed   as   tasks   in   all

classrooms   and   involvement   was   recorded   at   one-minute

intervals   for   a   ten-minute   period.      Statements   about   person-

ality  were   conf ined   to   the   sixteen   characteristics   outlined

in   the   selected   inventory.      No   attempt  was   made   to   obtain   a

stratified   sample   representing  the   actual   racial   and   sexual

composition   of   the   county's   population   of   teachers.

Educators   studied   taught   grades   one   through   six.

All   were   drawn   from   eleven   of   the   seventeen   elementary   and

primary   schools   of   one   northwestern   North  Carolina   county.

While   f indings   may   be   descriptive   of  most   teachers   in   this

system,   sample   selection  procedures   limit   generalizations

of   the   findings   to   the   county   studied.
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DEFINITION    OF    TERMS

On   Task

The   terms   "on   task"   and   "task   involvement"   are

synonymous   in   their   use   throughout   this   paper.      Students

who   were    (a)    leaning   over,    (b)    looking   upon,    (c)   writing

on   a   handwriting   sheet,   or   (d)   discussing   it  with   a   teacher

or   aide   were   considered   "on   task."      Occasionally   a   teacher

interrupted   students   during   the   checking  period   to   clarify

a  point.      On   task  momentarily   changed   to   giving   attention

to   the   teacher.      Teachers   were   asked   to   assign   an   ancillary

task   should   students   complete   the   handwriting   assignment

before   the   ten-minute   checking   period   elapsed.      These   tasks

ranged   from   sitting   in   desks   quietly   to   resuming   work   on   the

day's   assignments.      Students   were   regarded   as   not   on   task   if

they   sat  with  hand   raised   for   teacher   assistance   or  when

gathering   materials   following   completion   of   the   handwriting

task.       (See   Appendixes   A,    8,    C,    and   D,    pages    33-36.)

Personalit Factor

This   term  refers   to   one   of   the   sixteen  personal

characteristics   evaluated   in   the   16   PF   Inventory.      Each

is   measured   on   a   whole   number   scale   of   one   to   ten.

Checking   Period

This   was   the   section   of   time,   in   each   classroom,

when   task   involvement   was   recorded.      Following   each   teacher's

instructions   for   the   handwriting   sheets,   the   author   recorded



the   number   of   students   on   task   every   sixty   seconds   for   ten

minutes.      A   copy   of   the   chart   used   in   recording   task

involvement   may   be   found   in   Appendix   E.



Chapter   11

REVIEW    OF    THE    LITERATURE

Keen  professional   interest   in   the   attributes   of

effective   teachers   is   manifested   by   the   thousands   of   books,

articles,   and   research   projects   completed   on   the   subject.

Years   of   research   and   rethinking   have   not,   however,   produced

acceptable   criteria   for   assessing   teacher   effectiveness.

Although   assessment   techniques   are   not   fully   developed,

salient   variables   such   as   classroom  management,   teacher

personality,   interpersonal   skills,   and   teaching  styles   have

emerged .

Researchers   disagree   among   themselves   about   the

importance   of  personality   factors.      There   is   no   doubt,

however,   that   the   educational   impact   of   the   highly   effec-

tive  or   inef fective   teacher   can  be   attributed  not   only   "to

what   he   knows,   or   even   what   he   does,   but   in   a   very   real

sense   to   what   he   is."L°     This   perspective   is   also   supported

by   Ryans,    Hamachek,    and   Combs.

9Georqe   D.   HandLLey,   Per.sonatbty,    Iiear'nLng   and
Teczcfed7?g    (London:    Routledge    &    Kegan   Paul,1973),    p.    86

10J. W.    Getzels   and   P.    W.    Jackson,    "The   Teacher's
Personality   Characteristics,"   j7cz77dzJook   oJ.  I?eseczrc?fe   o7e
Teczcfe£7€g,    ed.    N.    L.    Gage     (Chicago:    Rand   MCNally    &    Co.,
1963),    pp.    506-582.

6
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Details   of  an   early   study   in   teacher   ef fective-

ness   were'  published   in   1935    (T7}e   Satocessf2tz   Tec¥cfeez.)    by   M.

Birkinshaw.      She   observed   3,000   female   teachers   working   in

the   urban   and   rural   schools   of   England.      From  her   observa-

tions,   Birkinshaw   concluded   that   the   more   successful   educa-

tors   were   outgoing   (Eysnek   later   termed   this   "extrovert"),

and   emotionally   stable.      In   her   opinion,   exceptional

teachers   possessed   the   ability   to   let   students  work

through   their   own   problems   and  mistakes   without   inter-

ference . 11

In   a   1937   article,   Leonard   Goldrich,   the   Director

of   Child   Guidance   for   New   York   City,   expressed,   rather

emphatically,   the   need   for   teachers   with  high  personal

qualities   such   as   patience,   sympathy,   understanding,   insight

and   love.      Goldrich  was   of   the   opinion   that   teaching   methods

developed  by   those   having   the   aforementioned   qualities   were

superior   to   those   acquired   from  pedogogical   texts   of   super-

visors . [2

Lewin,   Lippitt,   and   White's   experiments   in   group

management   styles    (1939)    uncovered   yet   another   dimension.

A   boys'   camp  was   organized   for   close   observation   of   partic-

ipant   reaction   to  various   styles   of   leadership:     autocratic,

LLHand|ey,    op.    cit.,   pp.    84-95.

L2Leon   w.    Go|drich,    "Influence   of   Teacher   Person-

ality   upon   Pupil   Adjustment."
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democratic,   and   laissez-faire.      The   democratic   style   proved

to   be   the  most   effective. 13

Teacher-related   research   conducted   in   1939   empha-

sized   measurement   and   validation   to   a   greater   degree   than

previous   studies.      Again,   personal   qualities   were   the   focus.

Adaptability,   intelligence,   and   attitudes  were   among   those

found   to  be   related   to   effective   teaching. 14

A   sample   composed   of   Army   Air   Corps   technical

instructors   and   student   teachers   in   agriculture   and  home

economics  was   administered  personality   inventories   to   deter-

mine   traits   of   the  more   successful   and   the   less   successful

instructors.     An   analysis   of   the   data   revealed   four   signif-

icant   characteristics.      The   more   successful   teachers   saw

themselves   as   being  more   sensitive   and   socially   at   ease.

They  were   slower   in   making   decisions   and   quick   to   accept

responsibility. 15

Witty   (1947)   attempted   to   outline   characteristics

of   a   "good"   teacher   through  pupil   evaluation.      In   a   radio

broadcast   students   were   asked   to   describe   the   teacher  who

L3Kurt   R.   Lewin,   Roriald   Lippitt,   and   Ralph   K.   White,
"Patterns   of   Aggressive   Behavior   in   Experimentally   Created
Social   CL±ma€es,"   Jour.nab   of   Soe4az,   Psychoz,ogy,    LO..27L-299,
May,    1939.

L4A.   s.   Barr,    "Recruitment   for   Teacher   Training   and
Prediction   of   Teaching   Success,"   I?e2J4e"   of   EcZz4c?czt4o7?CZZ
I?eseczr.c3fe,1o:185-190,    June,1940.

]5Arthur   F.   Dodge,    "What   Are   the   Personality   Traits
of   the   Successful  I:eacher?,"   Jour.nat   of  AppLbed  PsyehoLogy,
27:325-337,    August,1943.
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had   helped   them   most.      Approximately   12,000   responses   were

received   and   evaluated.      The   replies   revealed   very   defi-

nite   opinions   of  what   constituted   a   good   teacher.      Stu-

dents   described   a   person  who  was   helpful,   cooperative,

kind,   fair,   democratic,   consistent,   friendly,   flexible,

genuinely   interested   in   pupil   problems,   and   possessing   a

sense   of   humor. 16

Symonds    (1947)    did   extensive   studies   on   teacher

personality.      He   deemed   teacher   ratings   by   students   to   be

an   inadequate   measure.      Quantitative   studies   had   proven   to

be   no   more   decisive   or   directive.      Subsequently,   Symonds

developed   a   list   of  personality   factors   he   judged   essential

to   teacher   success:       (1)    a   teacher   should   genuinely   like

teaching;    (2)    a   teacher   needs   to   be   secure,   have   self-

respect,   dignity,   and   courage   as   opposed   to   feelings   of

inferiority   and   inadequacy;    (3)   a   teacher   needs   to   identify

herself   with   children   and   have   the   capacity   to   empathize;

(4)   a   teacher   should   have   enough   emotional   stability   to

accept   child   aggression,   carelessness,   and   slowness;

(5)   a   teacher   needs   to   be   free   from   anxiety   in   order   to

experiment   and   innovate;   and    (6)    a   teacher   should   not   be

too   Self-centered   or   selfish.L7

L6pau|   witty,    "An   Analysis   of   the   Personality   Traits
of   the   Successful   TFeacher,"   Jour.nab   of.   EducatbonaL   Research,
40:662-671,    May,1947.

L7perciva|   M.    Symonds,    "Personality   of   the   Teacher,"
Jour'naL   of   EducatLonat   Resear.ch,   40..652-66L,   May,   L947.
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Lamke   rated   high   school   educators    (N=32)    completing

their   f irst   year   of   teaching   according   to   their   success   and

administered   the   Sixteen   Personality   Factor   Inventory    (16

PF).      On   the   basis   of   his   findings,   he   suggested   profiles

of   the  most   and   least   successful   teachers.      Better   teachers

were   described   as   outgoing   and   socially   active,   sensitive

and   emotionally   responsive,   cool   and   demanding.      In   con-

trast,   the   poorer   teachers  were   timid   and   staid,   emotionally

unresponsive,   easily   pleased,   conscientious   and   very   atten-

tive   to   people.L8

Despite   extensive   studies  by   a  variety  of

researchers,   few   concrete   relationships   between  personality

and   effective   teaching   could   be   found.      The   more   reliable

knowledge   in   the   1940s   was   that   pupils   progressed   faster

with   sympathetic,   kind,   and   cheerful   teachers.19

Under   the   direction   of   David   G.   Ryans,   the   American

Council   on   Education   and   The   Grand   Foundation   supported   an

extensive   six-year   study,   the   Teacher   Characteristics   Study.

The   major   objectives   were   to   identify   and   analyze   patterns

of   classroom  behavior,   attitudes,   viewpoints,   and   intellec-

tual   and   emotional   qualities,   competence,   and   methods   and

techniques   which   may   characte.rize   teachers.       (Of   interest

LBTom   Arthur   Lamke,    "Personality   and   Teaching
Success,"   Jour.nab   of   Eeeper.bmentaz   Educa±Lon,   2.0..2L7-259 ,
December,1951.

L9E.    G.    Cuba   and   J.    W.    Getzels,    '.Personality   and

Teacher   Effectiveness:      A   Problem   in   Theoretical   Research,"
Jour'naz,   of  Educatbonat  Psychoz,ogy ,   46..330-344,   october ,
1955.
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to  this   study  are   those   characteristics  pertaining   to

personality.)      Each   substudy  was   examined   for   character-

istics   of   superior   teachers.     The  more   highly  rated   teachers

were   found   to  possess   strong   interests   in   reading   and   the

arts,   and  displayed   superior  verbal   ability.     They   exhibited

above   average   degrees   of  objectivity,   restraint,   tolerance,

and   emotional   stability.     They  were   fair,   friendly,   generous

in  praise,   socially   active   and   inclined   to  make   a  positive

impression.      Their   classroom  procedures   were   nondirective;

they  were  permissive,   and   enjoyed  pupil   relationships.20

Amidon   and   Flanders   studied   the   af fective   impact

of   teacher   sensitivity   on   dependent-prone   children.     Their

research   showed   that   students   whose   teacher  was   directive

and   business-like   became   inhibited,   compliant,   and   had   poor

achievement.      Conversely,   teachers   of   higher   achieving   stu-

dents   gave   abundant  praise   and   little   criticism,   encouraged

student   participation,   were   nondirective   and   seldom   lec-

tured . 21

Warburton,   Butcher,   and   Forrest   utilized   the   IPAT

Sixteen   Personality  Factor   Questionnaire   and   the   student

teaching   grade   of   100   teachers-in-training   to  measure

teacher   effectiveness.      Three   Factors,   G,I,   and   Q3,   were

2°DaLVLd   a.   Ryans,   Char.acter.4stkcs   of   Teachers

(Washington,    D.C.:    American   Council   on   Education,1960),
pp.    343-367.

2LE.   Amidon   and   N.    A.    Flanders,    '.The   Effects   of

Direct   and   Indirect   Teacher   Influence   on   Dependent-Prone
Students  Learn±nq   Geometry,"   Jour.nab   of  EducatbonaL  Psg-
cfec)Zc>ggr,     52:286-291,    December,1961.
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significantly  correlated  with  high  grades,   conscientious-

ness,   tender-mindedness,   and   self-control.22

In   a   1968   study   completed   by   Edwin   Mcclain,    success-

ful   secondary   student   teachers  were   described  by   the   fol-

lowing   Sixteen   Personality   Factor   descriptors.      Successful

male   students   were  more   conscientious,   trusting,   venture-

some,   experimenting,   and   tense   than   less   successful   male

students.      Successful   female   teachers-in-training  were   more

outgoing,   assertive,   happy-go-lucky,   venturesome   and   undis-

ciplined   than   less   successful   females. 23

The   Edwards   Personal   Preference   Schedule   and   the

organizational   Climate   Descriptive   Questionnaire    (OCD)

were   employed   by   Donald   Anderson   in   a   1969   study.      From

the   OCD   scores,   teachers   were   designated   as   maintaining

an   open   or   closed   classroom   climate.      Those   with   open

climates  were   less   introverted   and   scored   lower   on   abase-

ment   than  did   the   closed   climate   instructors. 24

In   view   of   hard   research,   professional   psycholog-

ical   circles    (1972)   were   redefining   the   term   "personality

22F.   w.   warburton,   H.   I.   Butcher   and   G.    M.   Forrest,
"Predicting   Student   Performance   in   a   University   Department
of  Education,"   Br.btbsh  Jour.nat   of  Educat±onaL  PsychoLogy ,
33:68-82,1963,    cited   by   John   D.   Morris,    "Personality   and
Student  Teach±nq   Success,"   Jour.nab   of   Eeeper'i,mentaz,   Educa-
±¢o7e,    43:15-20,    Summer,1975.

23Edwin   w.    Mcclain,    "Sixteen   PF   Scores   and   Success

in   Student   Teaching,"    Jo2tz.7eczz    oJ.   Tec}e7?ez.   Edwcczt4ct73,19:25-
32,    Spring,1968.

24Dona|d   D.   Anderson,    "Personality   Attributes   of
Teachers   in   Organizational   Climates,"   Joztz'72czZ   of  Eczztccz-
tdo7tczz   I?esecz2.c>fe,    62:441-443,    .uly-August,1969.
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styles."      Hamachek   expanded   that   dimension   to   include

teaching   and   teacher   behavior.      According   to   Hamachek,   the

teacher's   choices   of  method,   instructional   strategy,   method

of   inquiry,   or  manner  were   ultimately   related   to   and   influ-

enced  by  his   individual   personality   style.     More   specifi-

cally,   Hamachek   thought   that   "the   kind   of   teacher   one   is

depends   on   the   kind   of   person   one   is."25      It   was   logical,

then,   that   Hamachek   applied   Schapiro's   clinically   identified

major   personality   styles    (obsessive-compulsive,   paranoid,

hysterical,   and   impulsive)   to   teaching   behavior.      Since   the

classroom   environment   tended   to   exaggerate   teacher    (per-

sonal)   characteristics,   he   felt  better   teaching  would

result   f ron  looking  at   and   correcting   the   f laws   in   indi-

vidual   styles. 26

Doyal   and   Forsyth    (1973)    studied   manifest   teacher

anxiety   in  relation  to   student   test   anxiety.     Ten   third

grade   classes,   with   their   ten   female   teachers,   were   adminis-

tered   the   Test   Anxiety   Scale   for   Children    (TASC)    and   Mani-

fest   Anxiety   Scale    (MAS),   respectively.      A   high   Pearson   r

correlation    (r=O.65,   p   <   .025,   two-tailed   test)    led   the

researchers   to   suggest   a  positive   relationship  between

25Don   E.    Hamachek,    "Personality   Styles   and   Teacher
Behavior,"    Edztoczt4o77czZ    Foz.24777,     36:313-322,    March,1972.

26Ibid.
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teacher  manifest   anxiety   level   and  degree   of   test   anxiety

of   the   children. 27

Arthur   Combs,   in   a   statement   about   teachers,

reasoned   that   "a  good   teacher   is   first   and   foremost   a

person,   and   this   fact   is   the   most   important   and   determining

thing   about   him."28     According   to   Combs,   researchers   have

been   unable   to   isolate   any   common   trait   or   practice   of   good

teachers   because   teaching   is   an   intensely  personal   thing.

27Guy   T.    Doya|   and   Robert   A.    Forsyth,    "The   Rela-

tionship   between   Teacher   and   Student   Anxiety   Levels,"
PstlchoLogy   i,n   the   SchooLs,   LO..2,3L-232,   Ar>r±L,   L973.

28pLrt.hat   w.   combs,   The   Pr.of.es8i,onat   Educati,on   of
reczc73ez.s    (Boston:    Allyn   and   Bacon,    Inc.,1974),    p.    6.

29|bid.,   pp.    5-6.

29



Chapter   Ill

DESIGN    OF    STUDY

THE    SAMPLE

The   sample   for   the   present   investigation  was   com-

prised   of   fifty-one   educators   of   1,301   children  whose   ages

ranged   from   six   to   thirteen,   or   grades   one   through   six.

Teacher   age   range   was   twenty-three   to   sixty,   with   a  mean

of   thirty-three.     All   taught   in   a  northwestern   county  of

North   Carolina.      Four   percent   were   black   and   thirteen   and

one-half   percent   male.

The   choice   of  which   county   schools   would   partic-

ipate  was   left  to   the   individual  principal.s   discretion.

Eleven   principals   volunteered   their   schools  and  six   declined.

The   number   of   teachers   participating   in   each   school   ranged

from   one   to   eight.      Sample   selection   within   the   schools   was

a   combination  of  principal   designation,   teacher   alacrity,

and   in   five   cases,author   selection.      Once,   in   each   of   two

schools,   the   author   requested   a  male   teacher   be   added   to

the   sample.      The   sample   teachers   in   two   schools   were   derived

from   volunteers,   totaling   five.      One   complete   faculty   volun-

teered,   of  which   the   writer   chose   three.      (This   selection

put   in  balance   the   grade   levels   studied   at   that   point.)      In

one   school   the   principal   requested   that   all   teachers   of

15
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grades   one   through   six   participate.      The   sample   teachers   in

the   remaining   schools   were   principal   selected.      In   all   of

these   seven   schools,   the   sample   never   comprised   over   twenty

percent   of   the   faculty.

One   teacher   was   eliminated   because   pupils'   hand-

writing   forms   were   unusually   faint.      This   created   an   abnor-

mally  high   degree   of   distraction   from   task.      The   final

sample,   therefore,   consisted   of   fifty-one   members.

There   were   twenty-four   primary   and   twenty-seven

intermediate   classes.      Table   i,   page   17,   identifies   grade

level   and   manner   for   sample   selection.

INSTRUMENT

The   IPAT   Sixteen   Personality   Factor   Questionnaire

(16   PF)   was   selected   for   assessment   of   teacher   charac-

teristics.      It   is   one   of   few   such   inventories   founded   on

f actor-analytic   experimentation   and  built   up  by   everyday

life   rating   data,   objective   tests,   etc.     The   desired   traits,

or   fc¥ctoz'S,   are   designed   to   measure   an   individual's   standing

on   several   primary  personality  qualities.

TESTING    PROCEDURES

30

The   author  met  with  participating   teachers   of

each   school   prior   to   testing.      These   meetings   focused

3°Raymond  a.   ca±€elL,   Sba3teen  Per.sonaLbty   Factor'
j7cz7?dz)ook    (Champaign,   Illinois:    Institute   for   Personality
and   Ability   Testing,1970),   pp.i-13.
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on   acquainting   teachers   with   research   details   and  making

appointment   schedules.

The   IPAT   Sixteen   Personality   Factor   Questionnaire

(16   PF),   a   self-explanatory   survey,   was   completed   by   the

classroom  teachers.      Each   teacher   gave   instructions   to   the

children   for   completing   the   handwriting   lessons   and   any

ancillary  tasks.      (Instructions   to   teachers   regarding   hand-

writing  procedures   had  been   designed   to   keep   conditions

relatively   normal.)      On-task  behavior  was   recorded,   upon

completion  of   teacher   instructions,   by   the  writer.      (See

Appendix   E,    page   39.)



Chapter   IV

RESULTS

The   writer   sought   to   investigate   the   nature   and

extent   of   the   relationship  between  various   teacher   person-

ality  variables   and   the   degree   of   learner   attention-to-task

characteristic   of   a   teacher's   classroom.      As   a   measure   of

various   aspects   of   teacher  personality,   Cattell's   Sixteen

Personality   Factor   Questionnaire    (16   PF)   was   completed   by

fifty-one   teachers   at   eleven   schools   in   the   western   piedmont

area   of   North   Carolina.      In   each   of   the   classrooms   in   which

these   fifty-one   teachers   taught,  an  observer   attempted   to

assess   the   extent   to  which   the   children   in   the   class   were

giving   attention   to   assigned   classroom   tasks.      In   this

assessment   the   observer   noted,   at   one-minute   intervals,

the   number   of   children   who   were   "on   task."      The   ten   data

from   each   classroom  were   converted   to   a   percentage-of-

children-on-task   measure,   from  which   an   average-of-children-

on-task   measure   was   computed   for   each   teacher.      In   this

sample   of   fifty-one   primary   and   elementary   school   teachers,

on   an   average,   88.2   percent   of   the   children   were   judged   to

be   on   task.      The   highest   classroom   mean-percentage   was

99.4   percent,   the   lowest   69.5   percent.      The   standard

deviation   for   the   mean-percentage   of   all   classrooms   was

6.3.

19
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Each   sample   teacher   completed   the   16   PF   Question-

naire.      This   instrument   has   been   designed   to   assess   sixteen

personality   dimensions   on  which   people   are   assumed   to

differ.       (See   Appendix   F,   page   40.)      The   results   of   this

questionnaire   data   are   presented   in   Table   2,   pages   21-22.

Inspection  of   this   data   shows   that   teachers   in  this   sample

judged   themselves   as   somewhat   apprehensive   or   troubled,

highly   controlled   and   frustrated   or   tense,   quite   conscien-

tious,   and   very   tender-minded   and   sensitive   to   people.

Using  mean-percentage   of   children-on-task   as   the

dependent   variable,   each   of   the   16   personality   dimensions

was   added   in   a  multiple   stepwise   linear   regression   procedure

in  order   to   ascertain  to  what   extent  various   personality

dimensions,   singly   and   in   unison,   predict   mean   time-on-

task   typical   of   a   teacher's   classroom.     The   correlation

matrix   on  which   this   analysis  was   based   is   presented   in

Table   3,   page   23.      The   results   of   the   multiple   regression

procedure   are   presented   in   Table   4,   pages   24-25.

The   only   significant   correlation  between   the

dependent   variable   and   personality   factors   was   "0"    (self-

assured   versus   apprehensive).      This   was   a   negative   corre-

lation    (-.32).      Factor   "0"   accounted   for   ten   percent   of

the   total   variance.      The   remaining   variables   were   dropped

in   the   second   step   because   they   fell   below   the   2.5   F   level

for   further   stepping.
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In   addition   to   the   multiple   regression   analysis

reported   above,   a   t-test  was   used   to   determine   if   there   were

any   dif ferences   between   male   teachers   and   female   teachers   in

regard   to   the  mean-percentage   of   time-on-task   for   the

teacher's   classroom.      Male   teachers   had   a   mean   of   89.2

percent   of   children   on-task,   while   female   teachers   had   a

mean   of   88.6   percent   of   children   on-task.      The   t-statistics

for   these   differences   was   non-sighificant   at   p=.10,   two-

tailed   test.      Since   subjects   in   this   sample   had   come   in

part   from   a   pool   selected   by   the   school's   principal   and   in

part  by   teacher   volunteer   and   author   request  processes,   a

comparison   of   means   from   these   two   groups   was   also   attempted.

The   mean   for   the   principal   selected   pool   was   90.2,   while   the

mean   for   the   teacher/author   selected   pool   of   subjects   was

88.5,   which  was   not   significantly   different.

The   percentage-of -children-on-task   scores   were

uniformly   high,   which   might   mask   possible   relationships

between   the   dependent   variable   and   the   various   independent

variables.      As   a   means   of   counteracting   this   potential   prob-

lem,   the   investigator  decided   to   intensively   study   the

responses   of   the   f ive   highest   time-on-task   teachers   in

contrast   to   the   five   lowest   time-on-task   teachers.      (See

Table   5,   page   27.)      Three   descriptors,   C,   G,    and   0,   had   a

marked   difference   =   52.      The   differences   suggest   that   the

named   variables   represent   a  meaningful   dif ference   between

high   and   low   time-on-task   teachers.      The   differences
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Table   5

Mean   Score   Comparison   of   Personality   Factors
of   Five   Highest   and   Five   Lowest   Teachers

Low  Score                                 High  Score
Description                        Description

LOw                      Eli9h
Factor        Score             Score

Teacher         Teacher

Reserved                                   Outgoing                                     A                4. 2                   5. 6

Less  Intelligent              More  Intelligent                 8               6.8                 7.2

Affected  by                         Emotionally
Feelings                               Stable C                   4.4                      7.0

Humble                                       Assertive                                   E                4. 2                   6. 0

Sober Happy-GO-
I,ucky F                   4.6                      5.5

Expedient                               Conscientious                         G               5. 8                  7. 8

Shy                                                Venturesome                               H                 3. 8                    5. 8

Tough-Minded                         Tender-Minded                          I                6. 8                   7. 0

Trusting                                 Suspicious                               L               5. 4                  3. 6

Practical                               Imaginative                            M               4. 2                  5. 5

Forthright                            Astute                                       N               5. 0                 6. 4

Self-Assured                        Apprehensive                           0                7. 6                  5. 2

Conservative                         Experimenting                       Qi               3. 4                  3. 4

Group-Dependent                  Self-Sufficient                   Q2               7. 4                  6. 8

Self-Conflict                      Controlled                             Q3               6. 8                  8. 4

Relaxed                                        Tense                                              Qt,                 7.4                    5. 6
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indicated   tendencies   of   emotional   stability   and   calmness,

persistence,   and   self-assurance   for   the   high   time-on-task

teacher.      For   the   low   time-on-task   teacher,   the   differences

indicated   tendencies   of   emotionality,   expediency,   and   inse-

curity.      Standard   scores   of   the   two   groups,   however,   were

not   extreme.



Chapter   V

DISCUSSION

The   regression   analysis   supported   a   linear   relation-

ship   between   teacher   self-assurance   and   student   task   main-

tenance,   significant   at   the   .05   level.      However,   this

correlation  was   only   one   of  many  possible   relationships

affecting   the   dependent   variable.

When   dif ferences   between   high   and   low   task   teachers

were   examined,   variables   C,   G,   and   0   suggested   a   measurable

difference   in   personality.       (See   Table   5,   page   27.)      They

measure   emotionality,   expediency   versus   conscientiousness,

and   self-assurance   versus   apprehension,   respectively.

-It  was   interesting   to   note   that   Factor   I   (tough-

minded   versus   tender-minded)   was   positively   skewed   to   a

high   degree.      Only   eleven   scores,   22   percent,   fell   below

the   fiftieth  percentile.

The   subjects,   as   a  whole,   saw   themselves   as   very

conscientious    (Factor   G).      The   standard   scores   were   above

average    (27)    for   49   percent   of   the   sample.

Factor  8   (less-intelligent   versus   more-intelligent)

was   positively   skewed.      This   was   expected   because   the   cri-

terion   for   determining   standard   scores   was   drawn   from   a

general   population.      The   sample   was   a   select   group   of

educators .

29
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Four   norm   tables,   furnished   With   the   test,   were   used

to   convert   raw   scores   to   standard   scores.      The   norms   differ-

entiated   sex   and   age.      There   was   a   significant   difference

(S3)    in   Factor   8   when   different   age   norms   were   used.       (The

age   21   table   skews   intelligence   scores   in   the   negative

direction   relative   to   the   age   35   table.)

It  was   interesting   that   in   some   schools   there   was

a   cohesiveness   of   scores   on   four   to   eight   of   the   factors

tested.      In   several   cases,   teachers   within   a   school   saw

themselves   as   did   fellow   teachers.      Scores   on   several

variables   were   nearly   the   same    (standard   score   range   =

23)    for   all   teachers   in   that   school.

In   view  of   the   data  brought   forth  by   the   study,

the  writer   concluded   that   the   subjects   held   several   major

traits   in   common.      They   possessed,   as   well,   a   wide   range

of   thinking   on   other   qualities.      The   author   concluded   that

some   schools   appeared   to   have   "personalities,"   as   reflected

by   the   high   degree   of   similar   traits   of   teachers   in   those

schools.     Certain   teacher   personality   characteristics

affect,   to   a   small   degree,   how  well   students   give   attention-

to-task.

The   elusive   nature   of  personality  made   for   a   most

interesting   study.      Like   other   studies   in   the   field   of  .psy-

chology,   only   a   "gray"   profile   of   the   effective   teacher

could  be   drawn.      Factors   in   the   study   restricted   clearer

conclusions.      They   were   the   well   known   limitations   of
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paper   and  pencil   tests   in  measuring   the   intangible,   and   the

narrow   range   of   the   attention-to-task  measure.

In   light   of   the   information   brought   forth  by   the

study,   the   author   suggested   areas   for   further   investigation.

Recommendations   follow.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Following   are   suggestions   for   further   investigations

in   the   general   area   of   this   study:

I.     Use   of  ad,dbtLonaL  per.sonaLftg   bnstr.unents.

Employment   of   other   personality   measurement   and   assessment

tools   would  broaden   the   scope   of  potentially   significant

variables .

2.     Reptbcatbon  wbth   sampLe  baLanced  utbth  I.espect

tc>   I.c!c?e   cz7?d   ge7tde2..       The   present   study   did   not   include   in

its   sample   ample   representation   of  male   and   minority

teachers.      It   is   important   to   have   information  on   all   edu-

cators ,

3.      In-depth   study   of  seLected  per.sonaz,i,ty   char.ac-

tez'4St4cS.      Results   were   highly   skewed   on   several   factors.

These   descriptors   could   be   investigated   from   several   perspec-

tives.

4.      In-depth   8tudg   of  I.e8ponse  patter'ns.      Teacher

responses   tended   to   cluster   in   some   schools.      Investigation

might   explain   the   cause   and/or   effect   of   such  patterns.

5.     In-depth  study   of   0   factor.a.     Further   ±nves±±-

gations   should   be   made   of   teachers   with   extreme   0    (factor)

scores.
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APPENDIX    A

Handwriting   Lesson   One

L=|-C] C] a ----------------
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APPENDIX    8

Handwriting   Lesson   Two

_f+ _a :JJ: -: :  -------- :--: ---- :---_  -  -

-/=# - - - I ------ :------ _-

:I:I+_:/n ;;firfe- --_~ _ -------- i-::

-:I 5 -, i4f---: -: ------ :----------- :-:--i-
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APPENDIX    C

Handwriting   Lesson   Three

-f±-I  _f= _f f i+gdT_  _  _   _  _   _
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APPENDIX    F

16   PF   Test   Profile

53¥c§#::oN                                          FACTOR                                          EE§gR::::8N
RESERVED,   Detached,   Critical,                                     OUTGOING,   Wa.rmhearted,   Easy-

Aloof,  Stiff                                              A                 going,  Participating
(Affectath(Sizothy"ia)

LESS   INTELLIGENT,   Concrete-                                             MORE   INTELLIGENT,   Abstract-

i:::::n§cho]ast±c  mental                    8                :a::ft::g;cR:::::±c  mental-yJ
AFFECTED   BY   FEELINGS,    Em.otionally                              EMOTIONALLY   STABLE,   Mature,

Less  Stable,   Easily  Upset,                    C                   Faces  Reality,   Calm
Changeable   (Lower  e a  strength)                            (Higher  e

HUMBLE,   Mild,   Easily   Led,   Docile,
Accommodating
(Submissiveness)

0  stren
ASSERTIVE,   Aggressive,   Stub-

E                   born,   Competiti`re
(Dominance)

SOBER,   Ta.citurn,   Serious                                F                HAPPY-GO-LUCKY,   Ehthusiastic
ency)                                                                         (Sur

EXPEDIENT,   Disi`egards   R`iles                                            CONSCIENTIOUS,   Per.sistent ,
(Weaker  superego  strength)                   G                  Moralistic,   Staid

(Stron er .superego  strength)
SHY,   Timit],   Threat-Sensiti\re

(Threctia)
VENTURESOME,   Uninhibited

H                   Socially  Bold
(Parmia)

TOUGH-MINDED,   Self-Reliant,
Bea I i stic
(Harria)

TRUSTING,   Accepting  Conditiolis
(Alaxia)

PRACTIC/`L,   "Down-to-Earth"
Concerns
(Praxemia)

FORTHRIGliT,   linpretentious
Genuine  b`it  Socially
Clums}-   (Artlessness)

TENDER-MINDEl),    `Sensiti\'e,
Clinging,   Overprotected
(Premsia)

SUSPICIOUS,   Hard   to   I`ool
(Protension)

I}IAGINATIVE.    Bohemian
Absent-minded
(Autia)

ASTUTE,   Polished,   Socially
Aware
(Shreh'dness)

SELF-ASSURED,   Placid ,   Secure
complacent ,   set.ene
(Untroubled  a.dequac:,.)

N.SERVATI\JE,    Respecting
Traditional   Ideas
(Consei.vatism  of  ten erament)

APPRE}lENSI\JE,    Self-
reproaching,   Insecure
Worryir,g,  Troubled
(Guilt roneness)

Liberal.   Free-
Ql                thinking

(Radicalism)
GROUP-D.I,PENDENT,   a   ''Joiner"   and

Sound  Follower
_==_(_Gr_9uP_ adherencel

SELF-SuFF]CIENT,   Resourceful ,
Q2                Prefers  our  I)ecisions

(Self-sufficiency)
UNDISCIPLINED   SELF-C0j\'FLICT,

Lax,   Follows  Our  llrges,   Care-
less  of  Social   Rules
(Low  integration)

Q.3

CONTROLLED,    Exacting   Will
Power.   Socially  Precise
Compulsive
(High  strength  of  self-
sentiment)

RELAXED,   Tranquil,   Unfrus-
Crated ,   Coxposed
(Low  ergic   tension)

Q,

TENSE,     Frustrated,   Driven,
Overwrought
(High  ergic  tension)
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